Abstract: This paper gives a survey of the results known to date about quadrature formulas obtained by variable transformation followed by an application of the trapezoidal rule with an equal mesh size. It has been shown that a formula obtained by an appropriate transformation is in general efficient and also robust against the end point singularity. Various kinds of useful transformations together with the asymptotic error behaviors of the resulting quadrature formulas are summarized. In particular special emphasis is placed on an asymptotically optimal formula called the double exponential formula, abbreviated as the DE-rule, which is characterized by the double exponential decrease of its weights in the neighborhood of the end points of the transformed interval of integration.
Quadrature formulas obtained by variable transformation
The purpose of the present paper is to give a survey of recent works on quadrature formulas obtained by variable transformation, in particular on an asymptotically optimal formula called the double exponential formula with some additional new results. In some cases a variable transformation may be applied to the given improper integral in order to remove the singularity of the integrand at the end point. For example, I= 'Gcosxdx J 0 has an integrable singularity at x = 0, and if we set x = t2 then we have in which rhe singularity disappeared and the application of some quadrature formula will give a good result. The present paper, however, does not deal with such an ad hoc transformation but deals with transformations which give general purpose quadrature formulas such that they are generally so efficient as can be used as one of the members in a mathematical subroutine library of a computer center. To this end a characteristic of the trapezoidal rule, such that an extraordinarily high accuracy is obtained if it is applied to an integral whose integrand is analytic and vanishes at 0377-0427/85/$3. 30 the end points together with all its derivatives, plays a very important role. Therefore we assume hereafter that the integrand f(x) of the given integral is analytic over the interval of integration although it may have integrable singularity at the end points.
We consider here an integral over a finite interval. The same principle stated below applies also to integrals over (a, co) or (-cc, cc). Since an integral over a finite interval (a, b) can be transformed into an integral over the unit interval (0, 1) by a simple linear mapping, we assume that the given integral is
from the beginning. By applying a change of variable 4) to (1.3) we can transform it into
where the interval of integration (A, B) may be finite or infinite. General purpose quadrature formulas obtained by such a transformation can be classified into two types. The first type of formulas are those whose interval (A, B) is infinite, i.e.
0.6)
As is well known through the example given by Goodwin [7] , if one applied the trapezoidal rule with an equal mesh size h to an integral of an analytic function over ( -cc, + cc), one usually obtains a result with high accuracy. In fact it is proved [28] that for an integral of an analytic function over ( -co, co) the trapezoidal rule with an equal mesh size is asymptotically optimal among formulas with the same density of sampling points. Thus the first type of formula is I/, = h f f(+(nh))+'(nh).
(1.7) n=-co A formula of this type is first proposed by Schwartz [20] by means of the transformation x = l/(1 + exp( -t)).
(1.8) Also Takahasi-Mori [29] , Stenger [24] and other people [8,2] investigated similar formulas based on the same idea. For integrals over (-1, 1) the mapping function corresponding to (1.8) is x=tanhr, (l-9) so that the formula obtained by (1.9) is called the TANH-rule. Note that the number of points in this case is essentially infinite so that the summation (1.7) must always be truncated at some appropriate value of n. Thus in this case we refer N to the number of points at which f(x) is actually evaluated. The second type of formulas are those whose interval (A, B) is finite, i.e.
( If +(t) is a function such that c#B'( t) vanishes together with all its derivatives at the both end points r = 0 and 1, the error of this formula is expected to decrease very fast as h tends to zero from the Euler-Maclaurin's formula. The transformation of this type first presented is
by Sag-Szekeres [19] , although the main purpose of (1.12) was to compute multi-dimensional integrals. Afterwards Iri, Moriguti and Takasawa proposed the so called IMT-rule [10, 28, 6, 4, 5] by
(1.13)
(1.14)
These functions map the unit interval onto itself. The function values together with all the derivatives vanish at the both end points and hence the original end-point singularity is suppressed by the strong decrease of +'(t) at the end points. Actually the error of these formulas is sufficiently small when N is large. It must be remarked that, although the number of points is essentially finite in this case, the number of points actually used is smaller than N because several terms in the summation (1.11) are neglected due to the sharp decrease of c$'( t).
Therefore we should note here that a quadrature formula obtained by variable transformation usually has two kinds of errors. The first one is the error introduced when the integral (1.6) or (1.10) is approximated by the trapezoidal rule which is called the discretizatidn error. The second one is the error introduced when the summation (1.7) or (1.11) is truncated at a certain lower limit and an upper limit of n which is called the trimming error [16] .
The double exponential formula (the DE-rule)
The application of the trapezoidal rule to the integral (1.6) or (1.10) is best in the sense stated above with respect to the choice of the quadrature formula. However, the efficiency of the formulas obtained by variable transformation still differs significantly how we choose the mapping function $(t). Through asymptotic analysis the following approximate error behaviors have been obtained in terms of the number N of the points actually used.
IMT-rule [ 10,161 : exp( -cN'/*), (2.1) TANH-rule [20, 29, 8, 24] : exp( -cN'/*), (2.2) c is some constant depending on the formula and also on the integrand. We note here that almost all the error analyses except those based on the Hardy space which will be mentioned in the next section have been carried out for a specific quadrature formula under the assumption that the integrand f(x) is analytic over the interval of integration with integrable singularities at the end points such that f(x) = x"(l -x)P (2.3) and also with a finite number of additional singular points outside the interval of integration. Takahasi-Mot-i [29] obtained another formula for integrals over (-1, 1) by the transformation based on the error function x=+(t)=erf t (2.4) which is called the ERF-rule. The weight of the ERF-rule is $'(t) = (2/ 6) exp( -t2) decreasing more sharply than the IMT-or TANH-rule and the asymptotic error behavior is ERF-rule [29] : exp( -cN2/3) (2.5) which indicates that the ERF-rule is asymptotically more efficient than the IMT-or TANH-rule.
Since the decrease of $'(I) of the ERF-rule at large ItI, i.e. in the neighborhood of the end points of the original interval (a, b), is sharper than that of the TANH-rule it seems that the sharper the decrease of $'(t) becomes at large It1 the more efficient the resulting formula becomes. However, it is not the case because if the decrease is made extremely sharp then the distribution of the points in the neighborhood of the center of the original interval of integration becomes relatively sparse and hence the discretization error will be large. Takahasi-Mori [30] have made a detailed investigation of the relation between the decrease of $'(t) and the asymptotic behavior of the error when the interval of integration is transformed into (-co, x) under the assumption that the discretization error and the trimming error are of the same order. and found that the optimal efficiency in the sense that the highest precision is obtained with the least number of points is attained when l+'(t)]-exp (-cexpltl) as ItI+ co. (2.6)
Since the decrease is double exponential we call the quadrature formula thus obtained a Double Exponential formula which will be called a DE-rule for brevity. If the given integral is
gives a DE-rule although the transformation (2.12) will usually give a satisfactory result also in this case. For integrals of slowly decreasing functions over (-co, 00) J _;rcx, dx (2.14)
we have a DE-rule by x = sinh( Qq sinh t ).
(2.15)
Comparison of the DE-rule with other formulas
It is evident that the double exponential decrease can be obtained if we apply the single exponential transformation twice to the original integral. In fact Schwartz [20] applied (1.8) followed by t = ez -e-', --oo~r~oo (3.1) and observed the optimality of the double exponential decrease in some numerical examples. The situation of the IMT-transformation, however, differs slightly. If one applies the IMT-transformation repeatedly, then the efficiency gradually increases and approaches to a limit which corresponds to the efficiency of the DE-rule, i.e. the asymptotic error behaves as follows [16] .
IMT-single
IMT-double :
IMT-quadruple : exp( -ciV/[ (log N)(log log N)(log log log N)2]) (3.5)
The main reason why the efficiency of the DE-rule dominates that of the repeated IMT-rules exists in the fact that by the DE-transformation one can explore into the end point singularity as deep as one wants because the DE-rule has infinite number of points in the neighborhood of the end points while the repeated IMT-rule has essentially a finite number of points.
Although the repeated application of the IMT-transformation cannot theoretically attain the error behavior of the DE-rule (2.9) it is observed [16] that by tuning the parameters p and a in it can compete with the DE-rule in the range of practical interest. By the way, the error of the IMT-type DE-rule [15] obtained by
can be considered as a quadrature formula resulting from the repeated application (double) of (1.12) [16] . The asymptotic error behavior of (3.8) is
which is equal to that of the IMT-double rule. It is shown, however, that actually the IMT-type DE rule is not as good as the IMT-double rule because (3.8) has some extraneous poles in the neighborhood of the interval of integration in particular when a is large [16] . This implies that for all functions in H P there is no quadrature formula among formulas, including those obtained by variable transformation, better than a formula whose error behavior is N1'(2q) exp( -cN-'I'), or for the asymptotic error we have optimal formula in HP [l] : N 1'(2q)+1'2 exp( -cN '12) . (3.15) This means that a formula whose asymptotic error behaves as (3.15) is optimal for integrands that belong to HP, so that the TANH-rule or the IMT-rule is almost optimal in HP. At first sight this seems to contradict the asymptotic optimality of the DE-rule or of the IMT-double rule. The discrepancy, however, comes from the fact that the Hardy space HP includes at least one bad function for which the error is not dominated by C;'LV"(~~' exp ( -him) for any quadrature formula, while the asymptotic analysis of the error for the DE-rule or for the IMT-double rule is done in a family of rather modest functions which at most have algebraic or logarithmic singularities at the end points with some additional finite number of singular points outside the interval of integration.
Also optimal quadrature formulas in the extended Hardy space Hp( D) where D is a simply connected domain have been investigated by introducing a mapping from D onto the unit disc [25,21',22,23] , and it has been shown that a formula is optimal in HP if the error behaves as (3.15) .
In order to see that asymptotic optimality of the DE-rule we reproduce in Fig. 1 In [18] . AQNN9D is an adaptive routine based on the 8th order Newton-Cotes formula written by Ninomiya [18] . From this table we see that, if well coded, a nonadaptive integrator based on the DE-rule can actually compete with other known adaptive automatic integrators based on an interpolatory formula both in efficiency and robustness. 
Remarks on the implementation of the DE-rule
Since the DE-rule is optimal from the practical point of view as shown above we will concentrate our discussion on this formula and give some remarks necessary when one uses it.
First we mention here that it is very easy to compute the points on the weights of the DE-rule because as seen from (2.9) they can be expressed simply in terms of the exponential function.
In the actual coding process, however, we encounter some problems among which the following two are important. The first one is the overflow which arises in the denominator of (2.9), i.e. in cosh'( p sinh nh), p = &r when n is large. If the maximum absolute floating point number of the computer system used is approximately lo", then in order to avoid the overflow we must truncate the summation (1.7) at 10" -cosh2( p sinh nh), i.e.
InI -$og( ;1og 10).
(4.1)
Although for integrands regular at the end points this truncation gives only negligible effect to the result, the error due to this truncation becomes serious when cy or fi in
is very close to -1. At present we cannot recover the error as long as we use a standard floating point system. In such cases a new real number system proposed by Matsui-Iri [13] or by Hamada [9] which is characterized by the exponent part with variable length will play an important role. The second problem, which is usually more serious than the first one, is a cancellation of significant digits when computing (1 -x)~ for p close to -1. In fact, if we use, say, a single precision system with machine epsilon lo-', then (1 -x,)~ becomes 0 for sampling points x, located closer to 1 than 0.9999999. This problem is common to any kind of quadrature formulas. This cancellation may be avoided to some extent if we set x, = 0.9999999 for x, larger than 0.9999999. When /3 is significantly close to -1 and if the integrand is given in an explicit form, we can treat the singularity in the following way [30, 14, 31, 25] . Suppose that the given integral is 
.7) ?I=--n=O
Even if we adopt this modification the problem of overflow still remains. One of the weak points, although very few, of the DE-rule, which is common to any kind of formulas, is that it gives a poor result when applied to J owfbJ dx followed by the Richardson's extrapolation as a + 0 and obtained a satisfactory result to some extent. Sugihara [27] has given a class of functions for which the above extrapolation process results in the convergence to the exact value. Finally we note here that Sugihara [26] investigated the application of the IMT-type DE-rule for multidimensional integration using the good lattice points.
Error estimation of the DE-rule
As is well known the error of the trapezoidal rule with an equal mesh size h
where g(t) is regular over ( -cc, oc) is given [4, 28] by where I -2ni 1 -exp( -2nir/h) ' Imr>O, 
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-3. It is easy to see that the contour corresponding to lo-" in Fig. 2a should read 1O-"/2 and 10eZm when h = 0.4 and h = 0.1, respectively. In Fig. 3 we also show the level map of the absolute error of the DE-rule when applied to
[{x(1 -x)> Oldx, CY = -0.9, -0.8 ,..., 0.9, 1.0 (5.7)
as a function of h and (Y. The disorder of the contours in Fig. 3 would be surmised to be due to a fairly large mesh size (Ah = 0.05 and Aa = 0.1) of the lattice on which the level map is plotted.
The error for a = 0 is called the intrinsic error of the DE-rule. The fact that the error does not vanish when integrating even a constant function as opposed to interpolatory quadrature formulas is one of the major characteristics of the quadratures obtained by variable transformation. It can be seen from Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 1 that the main contribution to the error of the DE-rule for (3.16) comes not from the end point singularity but from the pole at x = 2.
